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Reinventing Organizations: An
Illustrated Invitation To Join The
Conversation On Next-Stage
Organizations

The uplifting message of Reinventing Organizations has resonated with readers all over the world,
and they have turned it, one conversation at a time, into a word-of-mouth phenomenon. The book
has helped shift the conversation from what's broken with management today to what's possible. It
is inspiring thousands of organizations--corporations and nonprofits, schools and hospitals--to adopt
radically more powerful, soulful, and purposeful practices. The book resonates widely, but not
everyone has time to devote to a dense 360-page management book. This illustrated version
conveys the main ideas of the original book and shares many of its real-life stories in a lively,
engaging way. Don't be surprised if you find it hard to put down and end up reading it almost in one
sitting. Welcome to the conversation on next-stage organizations!
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The original book facilitated a monumental shift in my understanding of work and organizations. It is
a book of hope that doesn't just show "what could be", but it gives some great ideas and examples
of how to build organizations for a higher purpose.This illustrated edition (which I ordered as soon
as I learned about it!) is a fantastic addition to the original. It is not just the original with a few
pictures thrown in, it is a completely new book where the words and the pictures flow seemlessly
together to give even those who have read the original a new perspective and fresh insight.I find
that talking about evolutionary organizations is met with skepticism, but I intend to buy more copies
of this book to provide other people with a more accessible introduction into a subject that I believe

has so much promise.

If you have no time to read the original book, this illustrated version will give you a quick introduction
to main concepts. I love the illustrations! I've been struggling with delivering Teal concepts to my
colleagues, now it's easy to make slides and educational materials using the pictures and key
metaphors. Thank you!

This is an excellent book on new organizations for the 21st century. The author uniquely applies self
organizing principles with Ken Wilber's philosophy of development to promote "teal organizations"
for today's services and businesses. Most important is his research about examples that work. His
illustrations really help readers "see" what he means. The content and visuals make this an easy
and must read for leaders and advocates of good practice. Enjoy!!
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